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While these tokens may look like a risk, they really aren't. But there's nothing super secure about them - at the end of the day, you're just putting a bunch of random elements in a database where anyone with access to it can see that. The key to our security is that these tokens don't work alone. So if someone gets in and steals your database, they also have to get in and steal all the tokens that are tied to it too. But now we have a problem. The tokens they stole might not be able to do anything, but they do have all the information that they need to sign up and that means that they can start sending tokens to the members and start spending on advertisements, things that only real users can do. What can you do about it? Not much. Our
best suggestion is not to use the same tokens for users and senders, and to rotate them over time. Let us go through it step by step. Let's assume you have 100 tokens. You want to have 10 users. So you need to distribute that to 90 users. In order to do that, you have to select 10 users from the 90 randomly and randomly pick the correct token from the set of 100. It's very unlikely that you'll pick the same one twice if you do that, so you may end up with 10 users and 100 tokens. The tokens you pick now are your senders. Then you have 100 tokens for 10 users. Now you'd like to have 10 senders, so you pick 5 users at random and pick the correct token from the remaining 5. And you end up with 10 users and 50 tokens. Every time you do

this, you increase the number of senders by 1 and add to the total number of tokens by 50 - so you're sure to end up with more than 10 token per user. Now that you know what this looks like, think about your database. And that's all it takes to stop the tokens from working. You want to have a larger set of senders than users, because you really don't want any of your legitimate users to start sending tokens that are signed up by fake senders. So all you need to do to achieve this is to have fewer tokens than you have users. And that's all you need
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